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Job Description

Do you possess a playful spirit that blends seamlessly with your expertise in caring for young

ears, noses, and throats?

If you're a CCT/CCST-qualified paediatric ENT consultant with a passion for making

children giggle while delivering exceptional care, then we invite you to consider an

extraordinary opportunity. Join one of our four prestigious hospitals across Saudi Arabia and

become a champion for healthy hearing, happy voices, and joyful smiles in our state-of-

the-art Paediatric ENT departments.

Imagine:

Being the friendly face that eases young patients' anxieties, turning frowns upside down with

your warmth and playful nature.

Leading a team dedicated to the unique needs of children, fostering a collaborative

environment where laughter and innovation intertwine.

Utilising cutting-edge technology with a gentle touch, ensuring the best possible outcomes for

your young patients.

Witnessing the joy of restored hearing, helping children discover the world of sound and

express themselves freely.

Immersing yourself in the rich tapestry of Saudi culture, living and working in vibrant cities

like Riyadh, Jeddah, or Dammam
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We offer:

Competitive salaries and benefits packages that reflect your qualifications and dedication.

The chance to build a fulfilling career in a rapidly growing and dynamic field.

Unparalleled resources and technology to empower you to deliver the best possible care to

your young patients.

A commitment to your professional development through ongoing education and research

opportunities.

The opportunity to live a truly enriching life in a culturally diverse and exciting region.

Are you a CCT/CCST-qualified paediatric ENT consultant who embodies:

An infectious enthusiasm for children and a genuine ability to connect with them on their level?

Exceptional clinical skills and a dedication to evidence-based paediatric ENT care?

Strong leadership qualities and the ability to inspire and collaborate with your team in a

child-centred environment?

Cultural sensitivity and an openness to new experiences and diverse settings?

If so, then we encourage you to apply!

Don't miss out on this incredible opportunity to make a lasting impact on the lives of children

and their families in Saudi Arabia. Please submit your CV with your contact details and get

booked in for a pre-screen for more information.

Together, let's bring laughter and healing to every young ear, nose, and throat.

#SaudiArabiaPaediatricENT #ENTConsultant #CCT #CCST #CaringExpertise #CuttingEdge

#RewardingCareer #MakeADifference

Please Note: Only shortlisted candidates will be contacted.

Check Your Resume for Match

Upload your resume and our tool will compare it to the requirements for this job like

recruiters do.
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